










EMC Data API Overview 
 

Summary 
The EMC data API provides a method of requesting specific records from the EMC’s roster or 
project reports. Any customer contact with appropriate EMC access can generate a token to 
authenticate this request.  
 
Customers can use this API to automate their manual reporting processes, pull enrollment and 
project records from EMC into their systems, or generate reports using SQL queries to allow 
more specific filtering than the EMC report filters allow.  
 
A company can only receive EMC data from their own learners’ enrollments and projects and 
will not have access to records from any other Udacity Enterprise customer.  

Available Data 
Using the EMC data API, you may request records from any of the following tables. The 
available fields in each table are detailed in the Data Output section.  
 

Table Name Description 

roster_v1 All enrollment records from the company’s learners, as seen in the EMC 
roster report 

projects_v1 All individual projects submitted through enrollments associated with this 
company (any enrollments found in the company roster report) 

 

HTTP Request 
POST https://emc-content.udacity.com/reports/query 

  



Required Headers 
 

Name Description 

Content-Type Accepts only “application/json” 

X-Auth-Token API Token generated in EMC (instructions below)  

 

Data Parameters 
 

Name Optional Description 

query no SQL query to request customer data from the tables listed 
above 

content_type yes Output type of the requested data - accepts 
“application/json” or “text/csv” 

 

Generating your Token 
To generate your API token in EMC, follow these steps:  
 

1. Log into EMC.  

2. Navigate to the Settings tab, then click on API Tokens followed by Create New Token.  



 
3. Give your token a name and click Create.  

 



4. Copy your token. This is your only opportunity to copy or save your token.  

 
5. You may generate multiple tokens and can invalidate your tokens at any time by clicking 

on Invalidate Token.  

 



Data Output 
The fields available in the roster_v1 table are:  
 

Name Description 

rc Internal identifier 

uniq Concatenation of user_key, node_key, email, first_name, last_name, nd_title, and 
enrollment_state 

company_id EMC company ID 

employee_id (Optional) Company-provided learner ID 

user_key Learner's unique identifier in EMC and Udacity classroom 

first_name Learner first name 

last_name Learner last name 

email Learner email 

enrollment_id Internal unique identifier for the enrollment 

enrollment_state Current state - 'ENROLLED', 'UNENROLLED', or 'GRADUATED' 

enrollment_history All historical changes to the enrollment state for this enrollment 

enrolled_at Date and time of initial enrollment in this nanodegree  

unenrolled_at Date and time of most recent unenrollment from this nanodegree  

graduated_at Date and time of graduation from this nanodegree  

estimated_end_date Date and time of enrollment plus the sum of the durations of all parts of the nanodegree 
program. This is set when the learner is enrolled and does not update based on the 
learner's progress.  

contract_term_started_at Start date of the contract term in which the learner is currently seated 

last_seen Date of last recorded activity in the classroom 

nd_title Nanodegree title 

nd_version Nanodegree version 

node_key Udacity nanodegree key 

questions Distinct quiz questions answered by the learner in the classroom for this nanodegree  

concepts Distinct concepts accessed by the learner in the classroom for this nanodegree  

project_status Details of each project which has been submitted by the learner for this nanodegree 



project_part_breakdown Breakdown of the projects in this nanodegree - number of core and elective projects 

core_projects_passed Core projects passed 

elective_projects_passed Elective projects passed 

total_core_projects Total number of core projects in the nanodegree  

pro_pass Total number of projects passed 

tag_ids Identifiers for the EMC groups to which this learner belongs 

tag_names Names of the EMC groups to which this learner belongs 

 
The fields available in the projects_v1 table are:  
 

Name Description 

rc Internal identifier 

uniq Concatenation of user_key, node_key, email, first_name, last_name, nd_title, and 
enrollment_state 

company_id EMC company ID 

first_name Learner first name 

last_name Learner last name 

user_key Learner's unique identifier in EMC and Udacity classroom 

email Learner email 

nd_title Nanodegree title 

node_key Udacity nanodegree key 

project_name Name of the project submitted by the learner 

project_id Internal project identifier 

first_attempted_at Date and time of first project submission attempt 

last_attempt Date and time of most recent project submission attempt 

pass_date Date and time when the project was passed 

status Current project status 

attempted Number of submission attempts  

tag_ids Identifiers for the EMC groups to which this learner belongs 

tag_names Names of the EMC groups to which this learner belongs 

 



Example Use Cases 

Example 1:  
 
Request: I want to know the names, programs, and graduation dates of all learners who have 
graduated since January 1, 2019, and I want the data CSV format.  
 
SQL Query: The query should find the listed information for enrollments from the roster where 
the graduated_at date exists and is greater than 1/1/2019. We could use the following query to 
the roster_v1 table: 
 

SELECT email, nd_title, graduated_at::DATE  
FROM roster_v1  
WHERE graduated_at IS NOT NULL  
AND graduated_at::date > '2019-01-01'::DATE 

  
Using a token generated in EMC, we could test this request from the terminal or command line 
using the following cURL command: 
 

$ curl -XPOST https://emc-content.udacity.com/reports/query -H 

"Content-Type: application/json" -H "X-Auth-Token: <key>" -d"{\"query\": 
\"SELECT email, nd_title, graduated_at::DATE FROM roster_v1 WHERE 
graduated_at IS NOT NULL AND graduated_at::date > '2019-01-01'::DATE\", 
\"content_type\":\"text/csv\"}" 

 
Note that since we are using cURL from a terminal, we may need to handle quotation 
characters with \". In this example, because we have '2019-01-01' in the SQL query, we 
need to use \" for the outer quotations to avoid early escape from the command. We have 
added content_type to the data being sent in order to format the output as a csv.  
 

Example 2:  
 
Request: I want to know, for all learners who have completed projects, how many total Udacity 
projects they have completed (across programs).  
 
SQL Query: The query should find the number of projects in the EMC projects report for each 
learner. We could use the following query to the roster_v1 table: 



 

SELECT email, COUNT(*) AS project_count  
FROM projects_v1  
GROUP BY email 

  
Using a token generated in EMC, we could test this request from the terminal or command line 
using the following cURL command: 
 

$ curl -XPOST https://emc-content.udacity.com/reports/query -H 
"Content-Type: application/json" -H "X-Auth-Token: 
d04e2696d6f1414e83b2954a32702cac" -d'{"query": "SELECT email, COUNT(*) AS 
project_count FROM projects_v1 GROUP BY email", "content_type":"text/csv"}' 

 
Note that in this example we do not need to do any special handling of escape characters 
because we are not using any strings in our SQL query. We have added content_type to the 
data being sent in order to format the output as a csv.  

Example 3:  
 
Request: Each week, I want to get a list of learners who have not been active in the past week.  
 
SQL Query: The query should find the learners whose last recorded activity was over one week 
ago. We could use the following query to the roster_v1 table: 
 

SELECT email, last_seen  
FROM roster_v1  
WHERE last_seen IS NOT NULL  
AND last_seen::DATE < current_date - INTERVAL '1 week' 

  
Using a token generated in EMC, we could test this request from the terminal or command line 
using the following cURL command: 
 

$ curl -XPOST https://emc-content.udacity.com/reports/query -H 

"Content-Type: application/json" -H "X-Auth-Token: <key>" -d"{\"query\": 
\"SELECT email, last_seen FROM roster_v1 WHERE last_seen IS NOT NULL AND 
last_seen::DATE < current_date - INTERVAL '1 week'\", 
\"content_type\":\"text/csv\"}" 

 


